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The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance now
available in Singapore.
An electrifying driving sensation.
Singapore. BMW Asia and Performance Motors announced the availability of the new BMW
740Le xDrive iPerformance. The new model allows for top-level driving pleasure, longdistance comfort and luxury to be experienced in combination with all-electric as well as locally
emission-free mobility.
The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance represents the most rigorous implementation yet
of Efficient Dynamics in vehicles from the BMW brand. Both BMW eDrive and the body
structure with Carbon Core are rooted in know-how from BMW i. When it comes to charging
the high-voltage battery, customers benefit from innovative products and services originally
developed for BMW i. The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance can also be specified as an
option with antidazzle BMW Laserlight, which celebrated its world premiere in the BMW i8
plug-in hybrid sports car.
Intelligent energy management optimises the interplay of the combustion engine and electric
motor. The electric boost function provides a noticeable increase in dynamic vigour –
expressed most prominently by the powertrain’s instantaneous responses – and combines
with enhanced efficiency courtesy of the electric assist function and the opportunity to drive
through town and cross-country on electric power only to create a unique symbiosis of driving
pleasure and sustainability.
The best of two worlds: BMW eDrive and BMW TwinPower Turbo technology.
The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance brings together the latest innovations from the
world of combustion engines and electric drive systems. Here, the BMW Group’s pace-setting
development expertise in the field of powertrain technology comes to the fore in concentrated
form. The combustion engine with BMW TwinPower Turbo technology employed by the new
BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance belongs to the BMW Group’s new Efficient Dynamics
engine family. Developing a maximum output of 190 kW/258 hp, it is the most powerful fourcylinder engine ever fitted in a series-produced BMW. Instantaneous power delivery and peak
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torque of 400 Nm on tap between 1,550 and 4,400 rpm – imbue the 2.0-litre unit with
vivacious yet also poised and authoritative performance.
The package of technology built into the new engine comprises of a TwinScroll turbocharger
integrated into the cast-steel exhaust manifold, High Precision Injection with a maximum
pressure of 200 bar, the latest version of VALVETRONIC variable valve timing and variable
camshaft control on both the intake and exhaust sides (Double-VANOS). Balancer shafts with
rolling bearing supports in the aluminium crankcase enhance the engine’s refinement, while
the close-coupled arrangement of the catalytic converter and an electrically controlled
wastegate for the turbocharger optimise its emissions. Moreover, electronically switchable
engine mounts provide the connection with the body. These mounts smooth out the
vibrations caused by the engine (which vary according to load) as required, ensuring that all
occupants experience exceptionally low vibration levels and the engine delivers outstanding
refinement.
Since the new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance comes with a specific, extremely powerful
starter motor for the combustion engine and a compressor for the climate control system that
operates using energy from the high-voltage battery, the petrol engine is equipped with a
special belt drive. This removes the need to integrate the generator and refrigerant
compressor as required in conventionally powered vehicles. A large proportion of the engine’s
output and torque is therefore available to be converted into dynamic performance.
The electric motor also displays hallmark BMW performance characteristics. Based on the
principle of a permanently excited synchronous motor, the electric drive system stands out
with its linear power delivery up into the higher reaches of the rev range and its exceptionally
high level of efficiency. Its maximum output is 83 kW/113 hp. And, as is characteristic for
electric drive systems, it serves up its peak torque of 250 Nm from the word go.
The boost effect for the combustion engine provides thrilling, instantaneous responsiveness
and power build-up with absolutely no delay when accelerating from stationary, as well as far
more dynamic performance whenever a quick burst of speed is required. Furthermore, the
electric motor also takes on the role of a generator – powered, depending on the hybrid
function selected, either by recuperating energy on the overrun and under braking or by
efficiently raising the engine’s load points. It then feeds the energy it generates into the highvoltage battery.
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The electric motor is fully integrated into the car’s eight-speed Steptronic transmission. This
ensures that pure-electric driving, the dynamics-enhancing electric boost function and the
recuperation of braking energy all happen extremely efficiently. The integration of the electric
motor also means the transmission does not require a torque converter (enabling a reduction
in weight), while the hybrid module takes over the function of the starter element.
The eight-speed Steptronic transmission combines efficiency with shift dynamics and shift
comfort at a high level. The transmission’s broad spread of ratios helps the car to pull away
quickly under acceleration but also promotes low energy consumption when driving at higher
speeds. The small rev intervals on upshifts and downshifts benefit both sports performance
and driving comfort. Gearshift paddles on the steering wheel are available as an option,
enabling the driver to make manual gear selections with exceptional swiftness and the greatest
of ease. Working together intelligently, the combustion engine and electric drive system bring
a system output of 240 kW/326 hp and combined peak torque of 500 Nm to the table.
Permanent all-wheel drive also applies to all-electric driving.
BMW eDrive technology is flexible in the ways in which it can be deployed, paving the way for
the integration of a plug-in hybrid drive system into different segments and BMW brand
models. BMW eDrive can be combined with a large number of combustion engines and
model-specific drive concepts as part of made-to-measure solutions. The new BMW 740Le
xDrive iPerformance follows in the tyre tracks of the BMW X5 xDrive40e iPerformance Sports
Activity Vehicle as the brand’s second model to distribute its power permanently to all four
wheels in all drive combinations – i.e. in pure-electric mode, when the combustion engine cuts
in and when both drive systems are in use at the same time.
The intelligent all-wheel-drive system ensures supreme traction, optimised directional stability
and enhanced agility through enthusiastically taken corners in all weather and road conditions.
An electronically controlled multi-plate clutch enables the fully variable distribution of the
engine’s power between the front and rear wheels. By linking up with DSC (Dynamic Stability
Control), the xDrive system can act in advance to counter understeer or oversteer and direct
the power from the engine and motor in such a way as to optimise handling dynamics at all
times. Perfectly executed power distribution gives the new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance
extremely dynamic accelerative ability. Indeed, the journey from rest to 100 km/h is all over in
5.3 seconds.
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eDrive button allows powertrain control to be configured as desired.
The eDrive button on the centre console allows the driver to select from the AUTO eDRIVE,
MAX eDRIVE and Battery Control settings, and so determine the operating approach of the
plug-in hybrid drive system. AUTO eDRIVE, which is automatically activated when the vehicle
starts up, uses intelligent energy management to ensure the combustion engine and electric
motor work together to the best possible effect in terms of both efficiency and dynamics. The
operating strategy defaults to all-electric mode at low and moderate speeds to utilise the
advantages of locally emission-free mobility as widely as possible. The combustion engine
only joins the fray at a speed of around 80 km/h or under heavy throttle applications. The
model-specific starter motor ensures the switch from pure-electric to hybrid mode takes place
extremely smoothly.
The electric drive system also delivers additional torque through its boost function when the
combustion engine is in play and high levels of power are required. This configuration comes
to the fore in the form of conspicuously instantaneous responses and a noticeable increase in
pulling power at all times – which lends the engine the character of a unit with a far larger
displacement. Pooling the torque of the engine and electric motor imbues the driving
characteristics of the new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance with remarkable poise and
assurance.
When the driver demands a burst of acceleration, it arrives in a dynamically enhanced package.
Furthermore, the electric Assist function enables a targeted lowering of the engine’s load
points when greater power is summoned, and that enhances its efficiency. Whenever the
navigation system’s route guidance function is activated, proactive energy management
adapts the drive system’s operating strategy to optimise efficiency. Furthermore, it ensures the
high-voltage battery has sufficient charge remaining to reach the selected destination in the
pure-electric driving mode.
The driver can switch to the MAX eDRIVE operating function at the touch of a button. In this
setting, the car is powered exclusively by the electric motor, although the combustion engine
can be activated at any time by pushing the accelerator into kickdown. The new BMW 740Le
xDrive iPerformance can hit a top speed of 140 km/h by means of the electric motor alone.
And that means the driver can enjoy relaxed, efficient and locally emission-free mobility not
only in city traffic, but also on cross-country journeys.
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The Battery Control setting allows the charge of the high-voltage battery to be set manually.
The driver can input a target value between 30 and 100 per cent of maximum charge, which is
then available for pure-electric driving later in the journey. Depending on the driver’s
requirements, the charge of the high-voltage battery is maintained at a constant level or –
using the electric motor’s generator function – increased to the target charge level selected.
For example, electric power can be held back or even increased while on the motorway so that
it can be deployed subsequently for locally emission-free driving in town. This allows the
electric energy to be used in a targeted manner and at the desired time.
Regardless of the setting selected via the eDrive button, when the gearshift lever is moved into
the S gate the engine comes to life as required to ensure the maximum combined output of
the two drive systems is permanently on tap.
Driving Experience Control switch with ADAPTIVE mode, clearly noticeable
differentiation between SPORT, COMFORT and ECO PRO mode.
The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance is fitted as standard with the newly designed
Driving Experience Control switch on the centre console. At the touch of a button, the driver
can activate a vehicle setting that optimises dynamics, comfort or efficiency. Their selection
adjusts the characteristics of the accelerator and steering, the shift profile of the Steptronic
transmission and the responses of the Dynamic Damper Control system. The range of
characters encompassed by the ECO PRO, COMFORT and SPORT modes are even more
clearly defined than with conventionally powered vehicles.
COMFORT mode – which is automatically engaged when the driver starts the car – provides
the new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance with a smoothly balanced overall set-up. In this
mode, the electric motor delivers relaxed driving with the lowest possible energy consumption.
In SPORT mode the power of both the combustion engine and the electric motor teams up
with stiff damper settings, instantaneous responses to movements of the accelerator, sharper
shift dynamics and direct steering characteristics to maximise dynamic performance. The
electric boost function is stepped up a level in SPORT mode, as is recuperation performance
under braking and on the overrun.
The hybrid-specific version of the ECO PRO mode supports an operating strategy which aims
to maximise the car’s electric range. As a result, the electric boost function supplementing the
power of the combustion engine is only activated if the accelerator is pushed into kickdown.
Energy recuperation on the overrun also takes a limited form. Instead, a hybrid-specific
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coasting function is triggered at speeds between 40 and 160 km/h. As soon as the driver
releases the accelerator, the combustion engine is switched off.
In addition, recuperation of braking energy is reduced to the level required by the onboard
power supply. The car therefore runs on the minimum possible energy consumption and with
the lowest possible mechanical resistance. ECO PRO mode features precisely gauged power
control for electrically operated convenience functions, such as the climate control system,
seat heating and exterior mirror heating.
Furthermore, the Driving Experience Control switch also offers drivers of new BMW 740Le
xDrive iPerformance the option of selecting ADAPTIVE mode. In this setting, the car’s
responses noticeably adapt to the driver’s style and route profile, taking their cues from
movements in the steering wheel, accelerator and brake pedal, as well as from the position of
the gearshift lever in the D or S gate. In addition, the navigation system’s map data is used to
ensure the right set-up option is made available when the driver switches from city driving to
the motorway, for example, as well as on twisty sections of road or when approaching a
junction.
High-voltage lithium-ion battery: developed specifically for the models at hand,
integrated with space-saving skill.
The high-voltage lithium-ion battery in the new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance stands out
with its compact construction and has a gross capacity of 9.2 kWh (net capacity: 7.4 kWh). It
consists of 96 cells arranged in six modules and has its own cooling system integrated into the
climate control system for the interior. The high-voltage battery was developed specifically for
this model and is accommodated underneath the rear seat bench in a space-saving position
that also ensures optimum crash safety.
The boot area of the new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance also benefits from a level surface
and high-convenience usability. It provides 420 litres of space, which far exceeds that of
comparable plug-in hybrid models in the luxury sedan segment, while extra capacity can be
gained by using the storage compartment underneath the load compartment floor, lowering
the cover in the rear section of the boot or opening the side storage compartments.
The energy flow between the high-voltage battery, electric motor and charger is controlled by
power electronics likewise developed specifically for these plug-in hybrid models. The power
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electronics also regulate the supply of energy from the high-voltage battery to the 12V
onboard electrical system via a voltage transformer.
Simple, hassle-free and flexible charging thanks to innovative products and
services from BMW 360° ELECTRIC.
The high-voltage battery can be topped up with energy from any domestic power socket, a
Wallbox designed for higher currents or public charging stations. The battery can be fully
charged in under four hours from an industrial socket (IEC 60309-2) and in under three hours
from the BMW i Wallbox Plus.
Charging infrastructure in Singapore.
The Land Transport Authority (LTA) and Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB)
recently launched an electric vehicle (EV) car-sharing programme that will see 1,000 EVs and
2,000 charging points being rolled out from 2017 till 2020. Up to 20 percent of the charging
points will be available for public use. A different charging plug standard, known as “Type 2”,
was also introduced this year. While it is not mandatory for existing vehicles and home
chargers to switch from Type 1 to Type 2, in the longer term, it is anticipated that most
vehicles and charging points in Singapore will follow the Type 2 standard.
BMW Asia is working with Greenlots to build up the charging infrastructure in Singapore.
There are currently 60 public EV charging stations at 37 locations spread across the island.
Drivers can locate the charging stations nearest to them within the ChargeNow network
quickly and easily by making use of BMW ConnectedDrive Services in their vehicle’s
navigation system for real-time status, pricing information and turn-by-turn directions.
Powered by Greenlots, ChargeNow is a mobility service from BMW i and it is the largest public
charging network in Singapore. BMW ConnectedDrive, the BMW ConnectedDrive app and the
Greenlots app make locating and using charging stations run by partners an extremely fast and
easy process, while the ChargeNow card allows convenient electronic billing and payment.
Instrument cluster and Control Display with hybrid-specific information.
The charger connection for the high-voltage battery, which can be found under the flap in the
left-hand front side panel of the new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance, points to the
trailblazing character of the drive concept at work here, as does the “eDrive” badge on the Cpillars and the door sill plates. The high-set position of the connection makes the charging
process easier. The transfer of technology from BMW i is also flagged up by the BMW i logo
on the front side panels (left and right), the BMW kidney grille bars in BMW i Blue and blue hub
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covers. As with the model designation badges on all BMW models, customers can also
choose to have these specific design features of BMW iPerformance models deleted.
Among the most prominent hybrid-specific features in the interior alongside the eDrive button
are the special graphic displays in the instrument cluster and Control Display. The former
contains an output gauge showing information on the power from the engine/electric motor
currently available or being used, as well as a display indicating the charge level of the highvoltage battery. Furthermore, details on the car’s electric range and overall range can be called
up at any one time, as can the current petrol/electric power consumption, the flow of
recuperated electric energy into the high-voltage battery and the progress of a charge.
The iDrive operating system also offers hybrid-specific menu items and displays. During the
course of a journey, the driver can call up an energy flow graphic providing information on the
interplay of the combustion engine and electric motor, as well as the supply of energy into the
high-voltage battery. Other Efficiencytainment functions include displays detailing the car’s
petrol/electric power consumption history and the distance covered on electric power alone,
not to mention a diagram showing how the hybrid system is using navigation data to prepare
for an imminent change in the driving situation.
Standard specification includes auxiliary air conditioning.
The high level of standard specification for the new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance includes
LED headlights, the BMW Display Key, the ConnectedDrive navigation package, smartphone
integration with an inductive charging facility for the phone battery, and an iDrive operating
system expanded to include a touchscreen function for the Control Display and the globally
unique BMW gesture control feature.
Customers can also look forward to auxiliary heating and air conditioning, which allow them to
prepare the car’s interior temperature in advance. The heating and air conditioning system of
the plug-in hybrid models is supplied with energy by the high-voltage battery and works
almost silently due to the electric operation of the refrigerant compressor and instantaneous
water heater. The auxiliary air conditioning function is powered by the BMW i Wallbox Plus
when the car’s battery is being charged, while a timer function allows the advance preparation
of the interior and charging of the battery to be programmed via the iDrive menu.
In addition, the BMW Remote app allows the driver to activate the auxiliary air conditioning
function from outside the car via a smartphone. It also supplies information on the charge of
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the high-voltage battery, the location of public charging stations, the distance covered on
electric power alone and the amount of petrol saved as a result.
Exceptional efficiency coupled with driving pleasure, long-distance comfort and
made-to-measure luxury.
BMW eDrive technology brings together exceptional efficiency and a form of luxurious driving
pleasure and long-distance comfort that speaks to both the present and the future. The
intelligently controlled interplay of combustion engine and electric motor in the new BMW
740Le xDrive iPerformance lends extra allure to the hallmark BMW sporting ability of the new
BMW 7 Series. Individually adjustable dynamics and comfort are the product of advanced
chassis technology, which in the new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance includes two-axle air
suspension with automatic self-levelling and Dynamic Damper Control.
Integral Active Steering, meanwhile, is available as an option. Unbeatable occupant protection
is provided by an extremely high-strength passenger cell, generously sized deformation zones
and precisely defined load paths to redirect impact energy. The positioning of the eDrive
technology components guarantees them optimum protection. The integrated safety concept
of the new BMW 740Le iPerformance also includes the battery management system for the
high-voltage unit. Among the other items of standard safety equipment on board are front and
side airbags, head/curtain airbags for the front and rear rows of seats, a knee airbag on the
driver’s side, active head restraints, three-point inertia-reel seat belts with belt force limiters
and belt tensioners in the front seats, ISOFIX child seat mountings in the rear and the Active
Protection system.
Another item on the list of standard equipment is the Ambient light function, which includes
the Welcome Light Carpet and the Ambient highlight in the rear compartment. Among the
optional features providing an exceptionally luxurious way to cover the miles are the Bowers &
Wilkins Diamond Surround Sound System and the Ambient Air package. Customers can also
specify comfort seats, active seat ventilation, the massage function with Vitality Programme
and the Heat Comfort package for both front and rear seats.
The Executive Lounge option brings an unbeatable sense of personal wellbeing to the rear of
the new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance, while the Sky Lounge Panorama glass roof is also
available as an option.
The selection of driver assistance systems includes the new-generation BMW Head-Up
Display as well as the Parking Assistant, Driving Assistant, Driving Assistant Plus and Surround
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View systems. The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance can also be specified as an option
with the M Sport package, Pure Excellence exterior design and interior design packages and
BMW Individual Design Composition.
Flexible and efficient production of electric drive systems in model-specific
configurations.
Since the launch of the BMW i3 in 2013, the BMW Group has been series-producing its own
electric motors and high-voltage batteries. The company is using the expertise developed
under the BMW i banner in the field of electric drive systems with the aim of bringing
electrification to other models. BMW eDrive technology is used both in BMW i cars and the
BMW brand’s plug-in hybrid models.
The electric drive system expertise developed in-house has earned the BMW Group a
considerable competitive advantage. This is reflected not only in the exceptional performance
figures posted by the electric motors and high-voltage batteries, but also in efficient
production methods. The BMW Group has employed an intelligent modular system for eDrive
technology to enable the manufacture of a wide variety of electric drive components. This
flexible product and production concept allows the BMW Group to respond quickly and
precisely to customer requirements around the world. The company is extending the reach of
its eDrive technology expertise within its international production network. It is already used in
production at the existing locations in Germany and the USA, and will also be rolled out in
China in the future.
The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance is now available for viewing at Performance
Motors’ showroom.
Additional information enclosed:
1. The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance price.
2. The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance specifications.

-End-
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The BMW Group
With its four brands BMW, MINI, Rolls-Royce and BMW Motorrad, the BMW Group is the world’s
leading premium manufacturer of automobiles and motorcycles and also provides premium financial and
mobility services. As a global company, the BMW Group operates 31 production and assembly facilities
in 14 countries and has a global sales network in more than 140 countries.
In 2016, the BMW Group sold approximately 2.367 million cars and 145,000 motorcycles worldwide.
The profit before tax was approximately € 9.67 billion on revenues amounting to € 94.16 billion. As of 31
December 2016, the BMW Group had a workforce of 124,729 employees.
The success of the BMW Group has always been based on long-term thinking and responsible action.
The company has therefore established ecological and social sustainability throughout the value chain,
comprehensive product responsibility and a clear commitment to conserving resources as an integral
part of its strategy.
www.bmwgroup.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/BMWGroup
Twitter: http://twitter.com/BMWGroup
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/BMWGroupview
Google+: http://googleplus.bmwgroup.com

About Performance Motors Limited (PML)
Performance Motors Limited (PML) is a member of the Sime Darby Group and the distributor of BMW
cars and BMW motorcycles in Singapore since 1979.
PML has achieved various accolades in the area of sales achievement and service excellence in its 30year history in the luxury segment.
2002 - In an industry first, PML initiated a customer lifestyle and rewards programme which most
recently evolved into the ‘BMW 7 Series Privileges Programme Plus’ – a distinctive lifestyle and rewards
programme that is exclusively available to owners of the new BMW 7 Series in Singapore. Exclusive
premium experiences covering golfing, driver training, chauffeur services and lifestyle have been
specially designed with the discerning taste of the BMW 7 Series customers in mind.
2003, 2004 - PML received awards from BMW Asia in recognition of the BMW 7 Series’ segment
leadership.
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2005 – PML sales powered to the top of the Singapore luxury car market. PML added to its collection of
BMW awards with the Best Sales performance in the Asia region. PML sales established BMW as the
leading premium car brand in Singapore.
2006, 2007– PML claimed market leadership among premium car brands in Singapore making it three
consecutive years. The flagship BMW 7 Series limousines used to transport world leaders during the
2006 World Bank meetings and all key government events, was once again reaffirmed as the choice for
leaders as the official car for various high-profile events such as Barclays Singapore Open, the ASEAN
Ministerial Meetings and the Singapore Airshow.
2008 - PML opened the new Sime Darby Performance Centre, the benchmark BMW Sales and
Aftersales facility in Asia, in September. The existing two premises at Sime Darby Centre and East
Coast Centre continue to serve BMW customers and strengthen PML’s service excellence in
conjunction with this new Performance Centre at 303 Alexandra Road.
2009 - BMW continued to be the limousine of choice for the APEC meetings. PML was honoured as
one of the Top 3 entries in the category Conquest BMW 7 series of BMW Excellence in Sales 2009, the
international competition for outstanding sales performance.
2010 – PML broke the 4,000 unit sales record and set a new milestone in its retail history with a
remarkable achievement of Top Luxury Car Brand in Singapore. PML reopened its refurbished
Aftersales facility in East Coast Centre (ECC), at 280 Kampong Arang Road.
2011 - PML became the first ever luxury car brand and dealer to surpass the competition, in a highly
competitive car market that has traditionally been dominated by volume driven marques. This is the first
ever situation anywhere in the world where BMW is the leading car brand.
2012 – PML continued its trailblazing success and retained pole position as the Number One car brand
in Singapore for a second consecutive year. PML’s Motorrad division proudly recorded a year-on-year
increase in sales by 50%. BMW continued to be the official limousine for the Barclays Singapore Open
for the sixth consecutive year.
2013 - BMW was appointed the official limousine of the 2013 International Maritime Defence Exhibition
and Conference. Performance Motors sponsored a fleet of 220 units of BMW 5 and 7 Series for the
high-profile conference dedicated to maritime defence. BMW Motorrad achieved remarkable growth to
become the top selling luxury bike in Singapore for the second consecutive year.
2014 – PML announced the official inauguration of 315 Alexandra Road, a new BMW facility which
integrated a new BMW Motorrad showroom and an Aftersales facility dedicated to BMW Fast Lane
services. BMW fleets continued to be the choice limousines for the Singapore Airshow 2014, BNP
Paribas WTA Finals 2014 and Louis Vuitton High Jewellery event.
2015 - BMW was the preferred limousine to chauffeur delegates for the World Engineers Summit 2015
and Asia Pacific Homeland Security 2015. PML also welcomed the launch of BMW ConnectedDrive, as
well as, the all-new BMW 7 Series.
2016 - PML recorded an all-time high for new car registrations. PML also launched the Future Retail
concept at the newly renovated BMW showroom at Sime Darby Performance Centre which sets new
standards in the automotive industry through the use of innovative digital tools and engaging retail
environment. As a leading luxury car brand in Singapore, BMW remained the preferred limousine for the
Singapore Airshow 2016, SMBC Singapore Open 2016 and Louis Vuitton High Jewellery Event 2016.
BMW was also proudly designated as the limousine of choice for the Singapore Beach Polo
Championship 2016, Singapore International Water Week 2016 and National Gallery Singapore Gala
2016.
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1. The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance price.
Model

Retail price (at press time)

BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance

S$484,800

 Warranty: 3 years unlimited or 100,000 km, whichever comes earlier
 Prices and equipment are accurate at press time. These are subject to change without
prior notice.
 Package price includes 1st year road tax, number plates, in-vehicle unit (IU), registration
fees, GST and Certificate of Entitlement (COE).
 Inclusive of CEVS rebate.

2. The new BMW 740Le xDrive iPerformance specifications.
Engine
Fuel consumption
CO2 emissions
Max output
Max torque
Total system (max output/ max torque):
0 to 100 km/h:
Top speed

Petrol
Electric
6.8 l/100km
149 Wh/km
156 g/km
59* g/km
258 hp from
113 hp at 3,170 rpm
5,000 – 6,500 rpm
400 Nm from
250 Nm from
1,550 – 4,400 rpm
0 – 3,170 rpm
326 hp / 500 Nm
5.3 seconds
250 km/h
140 km/h

*calculated based on grid emission factor.
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